
Checklist 23 - Connect and Engage on Facebook
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1 Find people to connect with

Your main aim should be to connect with people who share your same interests and
who provide interesting and useful content.
Not only can you interact with them but you can also interact with their followers too
and gain more like minded active followers yourself

2 Use Facebook search

A great way to find your ideal followers on Facebook is to use the Facebook search
box. You can search for people directly or search for keyword related pages or
groups that have thousands of people liking and following them, these are the same
people that may be interested in following you too?
You can also find people who like certain things. (In the results click people tab)
Search for phrases like;
“People who live near me”
“People who like Chinese food”
“People who like Bear Grylls”
“People who like Bodybuilding”

3 Find People Interacting with Posts

You can also find people asking questions or talking about certain things buy typing
in the first few words that someone might say such as “make money online” and click
the Posts tab at the top

4 Tag other People
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Tag people in your posts by typing their name. When you see them appear in the
results box then click their name. If you just want to use their first name then just
delete the surname and they will still be tagged

5 Use Hastags

Using hashtags in your posts can help improve the amount of people that see your
post

6 Tag Groups

You could add yourself to groups and then start sending friend requests to people in
that group. You can also create friends lists, so you could create different lists for
everyone who likes a specific topic or sub topic, or you could create a list of those
people that you’ve made a personal connection with etc.

7 Find Active Users

Find posts that have likes, reactions or comments and add those people as friends,
these people are more likely to interact with your posts too

8 Join Groups

Type a keyword or phrase into the search box and then click the Groups tab
Browse through the list of groups and find those with a large number of members and
click Join

9 Leave comments

Leave a comment on other people’s posts and aim to provide value rather than just
saying i.e nice post, when other people see you have helpful content to share then
they are likely to check out your profile and send you’re a friend request
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10 Facebook Messages

When people add you as a friend then make contact with them even if it’s just to
thank them for connecting with you. If you have more time then take an interest in
what they’re doing and start building a friendship. If you are aiming at promoting
products remember…people buy from people they know like and trust.
You may even find potential joint venture business partners or people who can help
you with your business in some way

11 Reply to comments

If people take the time to message you or leave a comment then reply to them, this
not only helps boost your comment and helps it get seen more but it also helps build
social relationships

12 Test everything!

Test the response rate of your posts in the morning, afternoon & evening so as to
determine the best time to add more posts in future. You may see more interaction at
certain times of the day depending on where you live. Just because it’s a great time
for you doesn’t mean it’s good for everyone, many of your followers may be at work
or asleep at night in their part of the world.

Note It is good to post on Social media multiple times per day (check out the
post scheduling checklist) if you have time but think about your
followers, is the content your sharing, something they will want to see?
If your followers start seeing their newsfeed full of posts from you, that
don’t interest them then they may unfollow you.
Also test which types of posts seem to get more interaction with your
followers. Maybe the majority of your followers enjoy watching
pre-recorded videos more, maybe they like to read your stories or
check out your photos, maybe they like to interact with you during
Facebook live videos?
The only way to find out what your audience like most is to add
different types of posts at different times and see which work best.
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